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Now Heidelberg is poised to take the idea further. The company is seeking to become the first printing company to be both certified as a Zero-waste-Away-to-Waste Company (ZWAW), a
process that involves a systematic and detailed analysis of each production process to identify and eliminate the generation of waste. In doing so, the company has generated a wide array
of zero-waste-by-products to be recycled, reused or used to create other products. The objective is to decrease the need for precious resources, such as metal and paper. To make a major

switch to zero-waste energy use at its plant in the Rhineland region of Germany, Heidelberg took a two-prong approach. First, it took the lead in developing new processes to more
efficiently make printers. Second, it began researching and developing new-energy systems. Over the last 12 years, Heidelberg has added new printing machines and laser plotters that use
electricity generated from a combination of solar, wind, and biomass-based energy. To further reduce the environmental impact, Heidelberg has increased its use of full power-down mode

for printing machines and paper-saving mode for paper machines. Additionally, new printing machines have been equipped with so-called non-ferrous conveyor belts and spotlights.
Spotlights, an energy-saving alternative to fluorescent lamps, use so-called halogen-free bulbs, which are designed to last longer. Heidelberg also has made significant investments in

thermal power plants to generate electricity from waste, and it is installing thermal power plants to combat global warming. The company has considered all aspects of the environmental
impact, including electricity use, water use, CO2 emissions, substance use and waste generation. In its efforts, Heidelberg has reduced CO2 emissions by 24 percent and water consumption
by 42 percent while increasing energy efficiency by 15 percent. For the printing industry, Heidelberg has increased the energy efficiency of its paper machines and inks by 36 percent, and

achieved a 17 percent reduction in CO2 emissions and a 48 percent reduction in paper-waste generation.
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hinweis: die meldungen werden normalerweise aus den ordnern sherlock%%u%u_* gespeichert. wenn eine besondere meldung in einer bestimmten ordnerin gelöscht wird, wird diese
meldung nicht immer in sherlock%u%u.db gespeichert. good morning. welcome back to the sherlock plus 66. i am mark. today we will have two fantastic seminars with two very special
guests. the first one is from professor william h. simon, who has won the nobel prize in economics and is a very good friend of professor sherlock. professor simon is a marvelous teacher

and a great friend of sherlock. the second seminar is with two very interesting and intelligent speakers, dr. ed sall and dr. gillian crampton. let me introduce professor william h. simon. we
all know that professor sherlock is very famous for his teaching and for his lectures. but in addition to that, he is also an excellent colleague, a friend and a good colleague in the

department of economics. professor simon and professor sherlock have worked together on a lot of papers together and also on a paper that was published in the journal. so he knows him
very well and they are very close friends. sherlock plus 66 heidelberg is a b&w film scanner. it’s built around a photo-quality ccd sensor, 16-bit dynamic range and high-speed performance.

the sq57 uses a very thin-walled aluminum chassis and a standard desktop width, which limits the maximum height to about 14". it’s equipped with the highest resolution 6.6-micron
scanner ccd available. the sq57 is the top-of-the-line dpi scanner for b&w. it can process from 1 to 2000 dpi and has a 6200 dpi maximum resolution. the sq57 offers a very high resolution

b&w scanner. 5ec8ef588b
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